Mighty Angel with the Little Book Prepares John for the Middle and 2nd Half of the Tribulation. Revelation 10
1. First Seal...White Horse... False Peace. Revelation 6:1-2
2. Second Seal...Red Horse...War Takes. Revelation 6:3-4
3. Third Seal...Black Horse...Scarcity on the Earth...Revelation 6:5-6
4. Fourth Seal...Pale Horse...Death on the Earth. 1/4 men die. Revelation 6:7-8
5. Fifth Seal...Believer's killed under the altar...Revelation 6:9-11
6. Sixth Seal...Great Earthquake, Cosmic disturbances...Revelation 6:12-17
7. Seventh Seal...Silence in heaven for 1/2 hour. Revelation 8:1-6

First Half of the Tribulation
1260 days
The 70th Week begins with the covenant to reestablish Temple Sacrifice. This will follow the conflict of Gog and Magog...position on earth through military might. This will be temporary as the world breaks our war with 1/4 of the Earth's population dying following this false peace. Nuclear war, fallout, lack of food, and disease increase the dead on the earth. With the rejection of Messiah the Prince, the church age began. The church age was a mystery hidden in ages past. God...his covenant with Israel. (Ephesians 3:1-8, Colossians 1:28-29) The removal of the church reestablishes Israel's position. They become the God’s dispensation of truth to the nations.

Following the death of 1/4 of the Earth population in the first four seals, another 1/3 of the remaining population die in the fifth seal. This is followed by a great earthquake and cosmic disturbances, causing people on the earth an opportunity to repent and choose them verses the horror yet to come in the 2nd half of the Tribulation period. Preparation must be made to receive God's call to be ready to go to heaven under the altar. Through the witness of the 144,000 Jews, the Gospel is spread throughout the earth. The two witnesses are killed for their witness calling people to repent and choose them. Through the 2nd and 3rd trumpet there is another opportunity to repent and choose them verses the horror yet to come in the 2nd half of the Tribulation period. The 4th trumpet judgment is the 200 million horsemen of the fourth horseman. The 5th trumpet judgment is 1/3 of man kind killed.